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Our first impression was that the market looked 

tired and in need of some energy.

� It doesn't have a lot of colour and excitement 

OUR FIRST IMPRESSION 

� It doesn't have a lot of colour and excitement 

� Not appealing to a younger customer

� Dull, not a lot of vibrancy

� In need of a revamp

� Litter

� Not an overly friendly atmosphere



FEEDBACK FROM 

WALKING ROUND :
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Layout of stalls

� Seemed Crammed together

� In no particular order

Ease of access around stalls Ease of access around stalls 

� Very close to one another

� Not a lot of wheelchair access 

� Certain areas felt very claustrophobic and cramped

Visual attraction of individual stalls 

� The pick & mix stall looked visually attractive

� Other stalls seemed to have dull & dirty covers around them



Cleanliness of the market

� Didn’t seem overly clean

� A lot of bins with lids open 

� Felt unhygienic
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Other comments

The general feel of the market from our perspective 

was a bit sombre. It all seemed tired and dull, there 

wasn’t much life to it. Improving the access between 

stalls and the bin situation would be a good starting 

point to make it feel more appealing



Fresh Products

� Wide range of fresh products, particularly fruit and veg

� If anything we thought there was too much choice with this

� The one butchers stall that we saw seemed very clean and 

professional

� One small bakery stall- would’ve liked to have seen more of 
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Range of Goods Available

� One small bakery stall- would’ve liked to have seen more of 

this variety

Clothing

� Nothing aimed at a younger audience

� Quality of clothing seemed poor

Accessories

� Not a wide range 

� More jewellery and cosmetics may bring in younger consumer



Electronic Goods

� Not a lot of choice 

� Wasn’t much organisation to the stalls

� Didn’t feel inclined to buy for fear of products being unreliable

Bespoke/Artisan Goods
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Range of Goods Available

Bespoke/Artisan Goods

� Very little choice in terms of art and bespoke goods

� Having a wider range of this kind of product might intrigue 

people to visit the stalls more often

Pet/Wildlife Goods

� A lot of dog related pet goods but not a lot aimed at other 

household animals 

� Unusual layout of stalls with food and treats out on the floor



Homewares

� Not a large number of homeware products

� Lots of antiques in Bargate Green aware- potential 

� Displayed chaotically 

Craft
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Range of Goods Available

Craft

� Could really be expanded on 

� Cards, decorations and stationary all handy

Refreshments

� We liked the American style food van with tables and chairs 

outside it- looked clean

� Creates a good atmosphere

� More refreshment stalls may bring people in



Products we would like to see

�Products in trend with younger consumers

�More relevant clothing

�Good quality cosmetics
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�Good quality cosmetics

�Trends like ‘slime’ etc

�Handy ‘bits and bobs’ batteries etv

�Sports equipment and clothing

�Art stall showcasing local artists work

�Art supplies



Products that would attract visitors

� Cultural foods stall- could potentially change weekly 

or monthly

� Cheese stalls � Cheese stalls 

� Tourist information / things to do in the area

� Candles 

� Home products / interior design / crafts

�Nice cosmetics 

�More refreshments



Products we would like to see



Restriction of produce

We do feel like there should be a restriction on 

the number of stalls selling the same productthe number of stalls selling the same product

�A lot of stalls selling the same type of thing

�High competition 

�Decreases people’s interest

�Nothing different or exciting being sold



Summary

�Needs a revamp

�Needs to look more neatly organised 

�Use vibrant colours �Use vibrant colours 

�Music created friendly atmosphere 

�Liked the atmosphere more at Bargate Green

� Improve general cleanliness

�Wider range of products needed

�Advertise on social media 



Thank you for listening to our presentation and 

asking us to be part of this review.

Giles Academy- Student Voice Team 


